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One of Konus best-selling telescopes is now most appealing
than ever in this deluxe version that has been released with the
purpose of helping young astronomers to better develop their
passion. Along with its standard accessories and its R.A. motor
drive, we just added some other invaluable tools such as a
beautiful soft case for carrying the telescope around and an
astronomical software with the most outstanding features and
the most spectacular graphics. Named “Sky Explorer”, this
software will indeed guide the user through the subtleties of
astronomy as explained in the table below.

#1054  2x Barlow lens
#1047  Image rectifier
#1060  Mylar sun filter

#1103  Nebular filter
#1100  Set 4 coloured filters
#1070  Double photo adapter

#1242  Eyepiece Plossl 6.3mm
#1243  Eyepiece Plossl 7.5mm
#1244  Eyepiece Plossl 10mm
#1245  Eyepiece Plossl 17mm
#1246  Eyepiece Plossl 25mm
#1248  Eyepiece Plossl 40mm

#1277  Eyepiece Kellner 12.5mm
#1278  Eyepiece Kellner 20mm

CODE

1740

MODEL

KONUSTART 900
SPECIAL

TYPE

Rifrattore
ø60mm

FOCAL LENGTH

900mm f/15

MAGNIFICATIONS

113x, 226x,
45x, 90x

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Metal tube assembly, equatorial mount with R.A. tracking motor, two section metal
tripod from 69 to 116 cm. (from 2.2ft to 3.8ft), red dot finder, 2x barlow lens, 1.5x
image rectifier, moon filter, 2 diam. 31.8 (1.25") eyepieces H8 and H20, moon and
sky map, one softcase for carrying the telescope, one cd-rom "Sky Explorer" in english.

KONUSTART 900 SPECIAL

#1740 KONUSTART-900 SPECIAL

Ø60 F.900
REFRACTOR

WHAT CAN THE “SKY-EXPLORER”
SOFTWARE DO?

A) Predicts or recreates the appearance of the sky
and the position of the astronomical objects
in any time period, past, present or future.
B) Identifies with extreme precision the astronomical
objects that can be seen from the location of the
observer.
C) Lets you know in advance which astronomical
objects will be visible on a certain date in every
place all around the world.
D) Every astronomical object is represented in 3
dimensions with the most realistic graphics, way
better than any competing software in the market.
E) The software comes with a database featuring
hundreds of thousands of astronomical objects.
F) Every astronomical simulation is done with the
most accurate computation accuracy, thus making
this software the most advanced in the market.
G) The software is in English language, with
operational instructions in English, Italian and
Spanish.

Deluxe carrying
case

Cd-rom with
astronomical

software

Deluxe carrying
case
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Two models with distinctive optical and mechanical quality for
an exciting astronomical experience. The Konusmotor-130 offers
the triple advantage of a large 130mm aperture, an extremely
compact tube and an impressive 1000mm focal length that
provides a high magnification power. The Konusmotor-70 is a
versatile model that excels in the terrestrial observation too.
These two “deluxe” models include a never-before-seen array
of extra features: soft cases for carrying the telescopes everywhere
(one for the Konusmotor-70 and two for the Konusmotor-130),
electric focuser, R.A. motor drive, Plossl eyepieces and the
incomparable “Sky-Explorer” software with its countless functions.

#1054 2x Barlow lens
#1047 Image rectifier for 1782
#1748 Image rectifier for 1786
#1065 Mylar sun filter
#1103 Nebular filter
#1100 Set 4 coloured filters
#1070 Double photo adapter
#1241 Eyepiece Plossl 4mm
#1242 Eyepiece Plossl 6,3mm
#1243 Eyepiece Plossl 7,5mm
#1244 Eyepiece Plossl 10mm
#1245 Eyepiece Plossl 17mm
#1246 Eyepiece Plossl 25mm
#1248 Eyepiece Plossl 40mm
#1277 Eyepiece Kellner 12,5mm
#1278 Eyepiece Kellner 20mm
T2 rings
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CODE

1786

1782

MODEL

KONUS MOTOR
130

KONUS MOTOR
70

TYPE

Newton
ø130mm

(5.1”)

Refractor
ø70mm
(2.7”)

FOCAL LENGTH

1000mm f/8

900mm f/12

MAGNIFICATIONS

100x, 59x

90x, 53x

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Multi coated mirror, equatorial mount with R.A. tracking motor, two section metal tripod from 67
to 107 cm. (2.3ft to 3.8 ft), red dot finder, moon filter, 2 diam 31.8 mm (1.25") eyepieces Plossl
10 mm and Plossl 17mm, moon and sky map, two soft cases for carryng the telescope, one
"Sky Explorer" software in english, electric focuser and instructions in 8 languages.

KONUSMOTOR DELUXE

#1782 KONUSMOTOR-70

Ø70 F.900
REFRACTOR

#1786 KONUSMOTOR-130

Ø130 F.1000
NEWTON

Intubed and collimated optic, equatorial mount with R.A. tracking motor, two section metal tripod
from 69 to 116 cm. (2.3 to 3.8 ft), red dot finder, moon filter, 90° diagonal mirror, 2 diam. 31.8
mm (1.25") eyepieces Plossl 10 mm and Plossl 17 mm, moon and sky map, one soft case for
carrying the telescope, one "Sky Explorer" software in english, electric focuser, instructions.

Cd-rom with
astronomical

software

electric
focuser

Deluxe carrying
case

Deluxe carrying
case
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The Crystal-45 microscope # 5425 (which completes the Konus
line of professional stereo microscopes along with the Crystal-Pro
# 5424) is a versatile zoom model with magnification power from
7x to 45x and with two incorporated illuminators for transmitted
and incidental light, while a third illuminator is available in the
optional ring light # 5482. Its standard working distance is 100mm,
but can be extended to 165mm (when the microscope is equipped
with optional 20x eyepieces and 0.5x objective) or reduced to
26mm (when the microscope is equipped with optional 2x objective)
in order to fit every possible requirement. Due to their quality, price
and comprehensive accessories, the Crystal microscopes have
been a true best-seller for many years for Konus.

FEATURES

C

O M P U T E R

#5402 Auxiliary objective 0,5x
#5403 Auxiliary objective 2x

#5404 Adapter and photo eyepiece EWh 10
#5471 Pair of eyepieces 15x
#5472 Pair of eyepieces 20x

#5829 Set computer video Microvue
#5481 Direct light illuminator

#5473 Objective protection lens

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

FOR PHOTO USE

Microscope

Photo
adapter
#5404

T/2 ring
Reflex
camera

FOR COMPUTER VIDEO USE

Microscope Set computer video #5829 Computer

+ +

+ + +

CRYSTAL 45

#5481 ILLUMINATOR

 #5483 - 120V U.S.A.

#5138 DARK FIELD

FOR GEMMOLOGY
#5425 CRYSTAL

7x-45x ZOOM
STEREOSCOPICAL

5425  Stereoscopical microscope with trinocular head, supplied with two WF 10x wide field eyepieces and zoom objectives from 0,7 to 4,5x. Inter pupillary distance regulation, dioptric regulation,
zoom handles on both sides stand with transparent and white/black disc. Double illumination regolable with halogen lamp 12V/15W. Built in illuminator with fluorescent bulb. Instructions.

5481  Fluorescent light illuminator, which can be applied directly to the microscopes objective. Voltage, adapter for fixing to microscope included.

5138  Dark field for gemmology (Base not included).

*Base not included
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A new and exciting electronic thermometer that combines the
most innovative design with the appeal of a high-tech tool, all
of this at a price that can’t be beat. Aside of showing the
temperature in both C° and F°, it is also equipped with
multicoloured lights that will flash in 5 different sequences and
will therefore turn this article into an interesting and visually
pleasing spectacle that will be hard to ignore. A great piece of
furniture for both home and office, as well as an original idea
for gifts and promotions.

CODE

6170

MODEL

KONUSLED

PACKAGING

Single giftbox

DIMENSIONS
mm

23.5 x 9.0 x 8.0

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Electronic thermometer (C° 10°-32° /F° 50° - 89,6°) and 5 different sequences.
Batteries included.

KONUSLED

#6170 KONUSLED

THERMOMETER C° & F°
5 DIFFERENT SEQUENCES
2 TEMPERATURE MODES
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Their name says all, since these binoculars are a true revolution
that encompasses all of the most significant achievements of
the last 30 years in the binoculars’ technology. Stylish and
aggressive design, rugged and extremely compact body,
impeccable optical quality in any weather condition including
rain and snow. Hunters, birdwatchers and outdoor enthusiasts
will fall in love with their crisp and sharp vision, delivered
by their fully multi-coated lenses, BAK-4 prisms, extra large
eyepieces, extra long eye relief and nitrogen filled body.
The absolute top of the line among Konus binoculars.

Fully Multi-coated optics

Nitrogen filled

Super Extra Large Eyepieces

BAK-4 Prisms

Super Wide Angle

CODE

2332

2333

EXIT PUPIL
mm

5.4

4.16

MODEL

EVENT

EVENT

TYPE

Roof Prisms

Roof Prisms

MAGNIFICATIONS
x OBJECTIVE

8x42 W.A.

10X42 W.A.

FOCUSING

Central

Central

FIELD OF VIEW
1000m/1000yds.

133m/400ft

106m/328ft

WEIGHT
gr./oz

743gr./26.3oz

760gr./26.9oz

TRIPOD ADAPTABLE

yes

yes

Extra Long Eyerelief

EVENT

#2332 EVENT

8x42 W.A.

#2333 EVENT

10X42 W.A.

Waterproof-Fogproof
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The Audax binoculars are tailor-made for nature and outdoor
enthusiasts. Designed with a military style, they are built to
exceed the expectations of even the most demanding user. Fully
waterproof and nitrogen filled, they will challenge the most
hazardous weather including heavy rain and snow. Equipped
with BAK-4 prisms, wide field eyepieces, extra long eye relief
and dark green coating treatment, they will provide the sharpest
and most impressive optical quality with any light condition,
from dawn till dusk. All of this while being significantly more
compact and portable than the standard 8x42-10x42 binoculars.

Waterproof-Fogproof

Extra Wide Angle

Long Eyerelief

BAK-4 Prisms

CODE

2330

2331

EXIT PUPIL
mm

5.2

4.2

MODEL

AUDAX

AUDAX

TYPE

Roof Prisms

Roof Prisms

MAGNIFICATIONS
x OBJECTIVE

8x42

10x42

FIELD OF VIEW
1000m/1000 yds.

122m/367ft

97.6m/293ft

WEIGHT
gr./oz

585gr./20oz

580gr./20.5oz

TRIPOD ADAPTABLE

yes

yes

FOCUSING

Central

Central

AUDAX

#2331 AUDAX

10x42 CF

#2330 AUDAX

 8x42 CF

Fully Multi-coated optics

Nitrogen filled

Extra-large eyepieces
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The key of the success of the Titanium series of binoculars has
always been its remarkable quality offered at a more than
affordable price. So we decided to develop also two compact
models with 8x25 and 10x25 size that replicate the same features
of the main 8x42-10x42 models: BAK-4 prisms, extra large
eyepieces, multi-coated optics, extra long eye relief, fully
waterproof and nitrogen filled body.

CODE

2308

2309

EXIT PUPIL
mm

2.4

2.7

MODEL

COMPACT

COMPACT

TYPE

Waterproof

Waterproof

MAGNIFICATIONS
x OBJECTIVE

8x25 DCF

10x25 DCF

FOCUSING

Central

Central

FIELD OF VIEW
1000m/1000yds.

105m/315ft

87m/261ft

WEIGHT
gr./oz

312gr./11oz

312gr./11oz

TRIPOD ADAPTABLE

no

no

Long Eyerelief

Bak-4 Prisms

Multi-coated optics

Nitrogen filled

Extra Large Eyepieces

Central focus

Waterproof

TITANIUM COMPACT

#2308 TITANIUM COMPACT

8x25 CF

#2309 TITANIUM COMPACT

10x25 CF
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A huge success in the very specialized and demanding USA
market, the Titanium binoculars have become the favourite
choice of avid hunters and birdwatchers. Hence we decided to
make these binoculars even more suitable to the needs of those
people by adding a brand new and extremely realistic
“camouflage” look that is also aesthetically pleasing. The same
state-of-the-art specifications of the Titanium series are now
available in a classic 10x42 size and in a compact 10x25 size,
ready to be tested on the field for the most immersive and
rewarding outdoor experience.

Waterproof

Long Eyerelief

BAK-4 Prisms

Multi-coated optics

CODE

2312

2315

EXIT PUPIL
mm

4.2

2.7

MODEL

TITANIUM CAMO

TITANIUM CAMO

TYPE

Waterproof

Waterproof

MAGNIFICATIONS
x OBJECTIVE

10x42 DCF

10x25 DCF

FIELD OF VIEW
1000m/1000yds.

105m/350ft

87m/261ft

WEIGHT
gr./oz

700gr./25oz

312gr./11oz

TRIPOD ADAPTABLE

yes

yes

FOCUSING

Central

Central

TITANIUM CAMO

#2312 TITANIUM CAMO

10x42 CF

#2315 TITANIUM CAMO

10x25 CF

Extra large Eyepieces

Central focus
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The new Forest 8x21 binocular has the same specifications of
our widely popular #2305 Vivisport model and is therefore
waterproof and nitrogen filled too. But what really stands out is
its new and exciting camouflage painting that turns it into a
tailor-made product for outdoor enthusiasts and naturalists. And
we are especially proud to also offer this level of quality and this
revolutionary design at a price that can’t be beat, since we have
no doubt that this true novelty will instantly become one of our
best-sellers.

CODE

2307

2305

EXIT PUPIL
mm

2.6

2.6

MODEL

FOREST

VIVISPORT 21

TYPE

Waterproof

Waterproof

MAGNIFICATIONS
x OBJECTIVE

8x21

8x21

FOCUSING

Individual

Individual

FIELD OF VIEW
1000m/1000yds.

126m/413ft

126m/413ft

WEIGHT
gr./oz

250gr./8.8ft

250gr./8.8ft

TRIPOD ADAPTABLE

no

no

Individual focus

Multi-coated optics

Nitrogen filled

Waterproof

COMPACT FOREST

#2307 FOREST

8x21 I.F.

#2305 VIVISPORT - 21

8x21 I.F.
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Two new and advanced models with 30mm and 40mm diameter
that feature both red and green dots on the same unit, with 5
different levels of intensity for each colour so that you can choose
what serves you best depending on the light conditions and on
the colours of the background. Truly the most professional units
in their category, they were developed to help even the most
demanding shooters to maximize their performance on the field
and also come complete with a special universal mount for
utmost versatility.
The #7259 is the Mil-Dot version of our best-selling. #7258
model and features the same specifications along with a special
tactical reticle.

MODEL

7259

MAGNIFICATION X
OBJECTIVE

6-24x44

RETICLE

Mil-Dot

FIELD OF VIEW
(mt@100m/ft@100yds)

5,02mt/16.5ft 6x
1.24mt/4.1ft 24x

WEIGHT
gr./oz

581gr.
20.4oz

LENGHT
mm/in

395mm
15.5”

EYE RELIEF
mm/in

92~78”
3.6~3.07”

EXIT PUPIL
mm

8.2@6x
2.1@24x

CLICK VALUE
mm@100m in@100yds

7/.1/4”

ADJ. RANGE
m@100m in@100yds

0.55 m/21.6”

MNTG. LENGHT
mm/in

184/7.25”

100% Waterproof, Fogproof, Shockproof.

Fully coated optics - Nitrogen purged.

Heavy caliber recoil proof reticle.

Finger adjustable windage + elevation adjustments.

SIGHT-PRO

#7259 KONUSPRO

6-24x44 ZOOM
Mil-Dot engraved
reticle

#7245 SIGHT-PRO 40

Red-green  dot
Diam. 40mm.
5 intensity levels
4 M.O.A.

#7244 SIGHT-PRO 30

Red-green dot
Diam. 30mm.
5 intensity levels
4 M.O.A.
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KONUSPRO

These riflescopes with low magnification power are ideal for
handguns and are undoubtedly the best choice for shooting at
short-medium range or for shooting at fast moving targets. They
are available in classic black or silver colour to match the firearms
with which they will be used. Aside of that, they feature all of
the distinctive specifications of the Konuspro series including
the engraved reticle and the fully waterproof and nitrogen purged
body. Furthermore, they also include the attachment rings.

MNTG. LENGHT
mm/in

146mm/5.8”

146/5.8

MODEL

7263

7261

MAGNIFICATION X
OBJECTIVE

4x32

2-7x32

RETICLE

30/30

30/30

FIELD OF VIEW
(mt@100m/ft@100yds)

9.3mt/30.5ft

4.7mt-15mt
14.1ft - 45ft

WEIGHT
gr./oz

328gr./11.05oz

375gr./13.2oz

LENGHT
mm/in

240mm /9.44”

300mm/11.8”

EYE RELIEF
mm/in

112.5/4.4”

75/3”

EXIT PUPIL
mm

8

16~4.6

CLICK VALUE
mm@100m in@100yds

7.3/29”

14.5/57”

ADJ. RANGE
m@100m in@100yds

≥1.75m/69”

≥1.75m/ 69”

Waterproof

Shockproof

Multi-coated optics

Nitrogen Purged

Engraved (etched glass reticle)

KONUSPRO

#7261 KONUSPRO

2-7x32 zoom
30/30 engraved (etched glass) reticle
with mounting rings

#7263 KONUSPRO

4X32
30/30 engraved (etched glass) reticle
with mounting rings

With mounting rings
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These riflescopes with low magnification power are ideal for
handguns and are undoubtedly the best choice for shooting at
short-medium range or for shooting at fast moving targets. They
are available in classic black or silver colour to match the firearms
with which they will be used. Aside of that, they feature all of
the distinctive specifications of the Konuspro series including
the engraved reticle and the fully waterproof and nitrogen purged
body. Furthermore, they also include the attachment rings.

MODEL

7262

7260

MAGNIFICATION X
OBJECTIVE

4x32

2-7x32

RETICLE

30/30

30/30

FIELD OF VIEW
(mt@100m/ft@100yds)

9.3m/30.5ft

4.7m/15ft

WEIGHT
gr./oz

328gr./11.05oz

375gr./13.2oz

LENGHT
mm/in

240mm/9.44”

300mm/11.8”

EYE RELIEF
mm/in

112.5/4.4”

75/3”

EXIT PUPIL
mm

8

16~4.6

CLICK VALUE
mm@100m in@100yds

7.3/29”

14.5/.57”

ADJ. RANGE
m@100m in@100yds

≥1.75mt/69”

≥1.75mt/69”

MNTG. LENGHT
mm/in

146/5.8”

146/5.8”

KONUSPRO

#7260 KONUSPRO

2-7x32 zoom
30/30 engraved (etched glass) reticle
with mounting rings

#7262 KONUSPRO

4X32
30/30 engraved (etched glass) reticle
with mounting rings

Waterproof

Shockproof

Multi-coated optics

Nitrogen Purged

Engraved (etched glass)

With mounting rings
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HUNTER WATCH

PROFESSIONAL SPORT WATCHES

#4416 #4419

#4417 #4408 #4418

TREKMAN-XT TREKMAN-UV

TREKMAN-XP TREKMAN-8 TREKMAN-V

  Set 8 watches

KIT HUNTER WATCH

n° 1 cod. 4417
n° 1 cod. 4416
n° 2 cod. 4418
n° 2 cod. 4419
n° 2 cod. 4408

#4998

If you want to take your hunting experience to the next level, you
better take advantage of all the help and assistance that the most
advanced technology can offer you. These watches are the perfect
outdoor companions with an array of functions that will enable you
to hunt as a professional while keeping everything under control:
compass, barometer, thermometer, altimeter, weather forecast,
UV rays index and so on. This beautiful set includes a gorgeous
display box and 8 watches in 5 assorted models, offered at a special
introductory price.

1 pc. 2 pcs. 2 pcs.

1 pc. 2 pcs.
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Among the various novelties that are currently under development
and will be released  in  the following months, we want to mention
these two products that truly have the potential to become a
never-before-seen success in their respective categories. The
Tornado is a 7x50 waterproof and nitrogen purged binocular
with compass and reticle that is also floating, which means that
it can’t sink whenever it is accidentally dropped in water. The
second novelty is the Konuscamo, a 20-60x70 zoom spotting
scope with an innovative “camouflage” design that will make
our line even more complete and more appealing
for hunters, birdwatchers and outdoor enthusiasts.

Waterproof

Compass with light & Range finding Reticle

Floating

Nitrogen filled

COMING SOON

NEW ITEMS 2007

#2325 TORNADO

7x50 I.F.

#7123 KONUSCAMO-70

20-60x70 zoom
Tripod included

Bak-4 Prisms

Individual focus

Special coated optics

Special Camo Design

With Table Tripod

Wide field eyepiece

20-60x70 zoom


